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ABSTRACT
The technological revolution has changed the world. The
current generations of people are depended on the digital
medium in every aspect of their life. The effectiveness of the
digital medium has changed the learner‟s attitude towards the
education system. The rapid growth of technology increased
the popularity of ICT (Information and Communication
Technology) usage has become unavoidable part of the
current education system. The emerging trend in the education
technologies has increased the necessity of pedagogical
change in higher education.
Computer based courses are one among the import field of
study in higher education. In computer courses almost all the
subject requires practical knowledge. Even though computer
aided learning and technologies are used, there are many
subjects which require theoretical knowledge along with
practical knowledge. There are many technical topics which
are delivered using the traditional classroom based teachinglearning process. Computer Network is one among such
subjects. Many times the traditional classroom learning of
such subjects create a lack of understanding among student
population.
The main objective of this paper is to discuss about various
teaching and learning method used for Computer-Network
teaching-learning process to show the relevance of a
pedagogical change in the teaching and learning of this
subject. This paper also proposes a technological framework
for Computer Networking teaching-learning process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The digital revolution has created a rapid growth in computer
technologies, healthcare, business, automobile industry and
many other industries. The changing world demands an
astonishing knowledge base in the student population. Now
requirement of the students to have a firm practical
knowledge in essential in order to fit in the digitally growing
competitive industry standards. From many research studies
educators and researchers understood that an extensive
practical knowledge in students is important to increase the
students understanding of any subject.
The requirement of efficient education system increased the
popularity of Information and communication technology
(ICT). ICT has made a great impact in the world within a
short span of time. There are many researches happening
whole around the world on integration of ICT in education.
Many researchers have identified that ICT integration in to the

education system is a proficient way to improve the quality of
the current education system. Many educators have agreed the
fact that the integration of ICT applications in education will
provide a facility for student to learn the best possible way [1]
[2].
There are many ICT tools and applications in educations.
Even though almost all the higher education institutions are
following the traditional method of teaching. While there
many institutions are using ICT applications in their
curriculum example is LMS (Learning Management System),
Moodle, MOOC etc have given a mixed result [3] [4].
In the case of Computer specialization courses the usage of
technology will show a great impact. In computer major there
are many subjects which are taught by the educators using the
traditional method of teaching-learning in the classroom.
Computer Network is one among such subject. Even though
this subject require practical knowledge and understanding
from the real life examples, in many institutions this subject
is taught through theoretical monotonic lectures. There are
very few tools or applications are available which can be used
for teaching and learning this subject. Many educators use
ICT tools like Power Point Presentation or Video or
Animations [5] to teach but it happens very rarely case. If at
any ICT tools are used which will be only for delivering the
traditional method of theoretical monotonic lectures.

2. COMPUTER NETWORKS AS A
SUBJECT
Computer Networks is one of the important subjects for
computer science students. Teaching Computer Networks
course to students were always been a challenge for educators,
since the subject require practical understanding more than the
theoretical lectures. The main problem of this subject is that
the students find it very technical while teaching the theory.
Another problem is the content of the subject; example is
protocols like TCP/IP, UDP, ATM etc. Protocols are the base
of this subject. It also introduces many routing protocols to
the students. The main objective of computer network subject
in the curriculum is to explain the working of internetworking, its applications and management [6] [7].
Computer networking concepts and protocols are tough for
any student to imagine and it is difficult for them to
understand the packets, its flow and working of the protocol
during the teaching-learning process of the theory. Computer
Network as a subject, it is very conceptual and technical. The
teaching-learning process of computer networks requires the
students to know the basic principles as well as its practical
use. In the current teaching method, the understanding of the
subject depends on the imagination and visualization of
students in their mind while teaching and learning. The main
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problem in teaching this subject is the usage of high amount
of jargons. Due to the jargons students may not understand the
concepts and this leads to a low level of teacher-student
interaction in the classroom [7]. Many times computer
networking teaching will become a monolog activity of the
teachers in the classrooms. This subject cannot be completely
understood without practical knowledge.

3. EXISTING COMPUTER NETWORK
TEACHING-LEARNING METHODS
The major population of institutions follows a traditional
method of teaching when it comes to computer network
subject. In traditional teaching and learning students will be
listeners in the classroom, in that also very few will be active
listeners. But the question is from the listeners how many of
them understand the concept. The main reason for this is the
absence of an effective application to teach this subject.

3.1 Power Point Presentation based
Teaching-Learning
Power point presentation based teaching-learning is one of the
most commonly followed method of teaching and learning by
most of the instructors and leaner‟s. Many times using this
method end up in giving a traditional monotonic lecture.
Some rare case instructors may include few examples in the
slide, but that may not be giving any exposure to the real
working of the networking.

environment for the labs and virtual labs can be accessed by
the user from anywhere that‟s the only advantage it has.
Even though there are many methods for teaching and
learning computer networks, which deliver student-centric
learning without the base knowledge of the subject students
will find it difficult to learn the computer networks. To
resolve this problem there must be an efficient method or an
application for teaching and learning computer networks
concepts along with these activities.

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The initial step of methodology was data collection, in order
understand the existing methods used for teaching and
learning computer networks. Data for the study was gathered
by distributing a structured questionnaire using google form.
MCA, MSc and Engineering students with computer major
was the sampling population used for data collection. 150
questionnaires were distributed and 128 response were
received. The response rate was 85.3%. The collected data
from the respondent were tabulated and analyzed using R.

4.1 Data Analysis and Result
To understand the current methods of teaching computer
networks and the technologies used in higher education, 18
questions were asked in the questionnaire. Which can be
summarized into 6 major questions.
Table 1. Research Questions asked

To increase the effectiveness of the teaching-learning process
of this subject many institutes experimented various method
of delivering the lectures. In that two major methods are
problem-based and Project based teaching-learning.

Sl.
No

Question Category

Yes

No

3.2 Problem Based Teaching-Learning

Q1

Understanding of the
subject

45%

55%

Q2

Relevance of the Subject

100%

-

Q3

Practical Learning

20.31%

79.69%

Q4

Usage of Real life
example

3.90%

96.09%

Q6

Recommend New
Technology for learning

100%

-

Problem-based teaching learning students learn the topic by
doing problems related to the same. This can be done
individually or in a group. This considered to be a student
centric learning. Using this method students share their
knowledge and gather more information from others [8] [9].

3.3 Project Based Teaching-Learning
Project-based teaching learning process the students will be
given project, which they have to complete alone or in a
group. They will be given a time period for completing the
project it can vary from one week to six months. The project
can be assigned to students with the collaboration of third
party organization. While collaborating with organization,
students will work for the organization in their project. The
project can be a task which needs to be completed alone or in
a group [10].
The major issue with problem based and project based
teaching-learning method is it depends upon the knowledge
base of the students, until and unless the students have
minimal base knowledge of the concepts they may not
understand the problem or project and lead to incompletion.

3.4 Lab
Using labs another method of teaching-learning followed by
many higher educational institution. But major population of
the education institution lacks the proper infrastructure for
Computer Network lab. Even if the institution have a lab, the
effective use will happen only when the student understand
the basic concept.

Research Question 5 was the important question in the
category, which helped us to understand the existing methods
and technologies.
Table 2. Teaching and Learning methods and technology
used Research Questions Q5
Existing Teaching &
Learning Facility

%

Count

Theory

75%

96

Lab

9.37%

12

Problem Based

5.46%

7

Virtual Lab

4.68%

6

Project Based

3.90%

5

3.5 Virtual Lab
Virtual lab is one of the popular technologies followed by
many educational institutions [11]. It is nothing but virtual
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From the fig 1. From the analysis of students responds
received, it is evident that the current teaching and learning
method of computer networks is completely based on
theoretical classroom teaching along with power point

presentations. Very few institutions are providing the Lab,
Virtual Lab, Problem based or project based learning
environment for computer networks learning.

Fig 1: Overall Students Response on the Computer Networks Teaching Methods and Technologies Used

5. PROPOSED MODEL
From the study on computer network teaching-learning
process followed by institutions, it is evident that the
computer network contains the elements of software
engineering, electronic and communication technology.
Students often develop practical understanding of any subject
from observation. The proposed model gives students an
opportunity to manipulate their own example along with the

theory lectures. This will develop a strong base understanding
of networking concepts through their hands own experience.
The application enables the students to generate their own
networking models and identify the concepts and the mistake
they make. The application gives guide line to the user to
reach the correct networking example.

Fig 2: Task Driven Architecture
The major task of the model suggested in this paper is to
enable the educator to develop a practical visualization of the
networking topic on which they are delivering the theory
lectures. The system allows the user to generate their
networking model for visualization and discovering the
mistakes along with the guide line to correct it. This
application gives an opportunity to the students to create their
own visual examples of the topic they are learning in the
classroom.

The main aim of the projected system is to provide a user
interface for both students and teachers to create network
related examples. The technological framework has two basic
parts. The main part is the web based application which is
divided into two basic parts. One carry out the application
control of the application and the other part is the application
view which allows the user to visualize the contents. The
second part of the frame work is the resource manager which
is connected to database and allow the user to save the
networking examples manipulated by the users.
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Fig 3: Technological Framework for Computer Network teaching-learning Application
The model is a web based platform. The major advantage of
the proposed model is the practical visualization. It will
provide a reflective web based content-rich website to acquire
theoretical knowledge and practical visualization. There are
only few networking application available for teachinglearning process. In the available application most of them are
currently used only for the professional certification and they
are not used in classroom teaching-learning process in the
higher education institutions. The model suggested in this
paper is majorly focused for the higher education institutions
in order use it along with the classroom lectures.

become mentor rather than a lecturer. It will give active and
effective participation of students in learning.

The model can be used to show the working of networks
topic. The major purpose of the design is to develop an
application which guides the user about the various
requirements of a computer network connection. This
application allows the user to manipulate and view a practical
networking situation. Visualization will increase the students
understanding and it gives an advantage of viewing something
that would normally difficult to view. Many networking
examples manipulated using this application by educators and
students will be there on their textbook as a theoretical
concept not as a visual example. Another major advantage of
the web based application is the accessibility. The user can
access this anytime and anywhere.

The technological boom has changed our society; it has
influenced human life to a great extent. One of the major
phases of technological revolution is the ICT integration in
various fields like industrial work, business, agriculture and
various other sectors. ICT usage in the education is one of the
major turning point and reason for generating the thought of
pedagogical change in many higher education institutions.
The main focus of this paper was to discuss about the various
computer networking subject teaching-learning methods. The
paper also suggests an ICT based web application
technological framework for computer-network teachinglearning process.

The application can be accessed by teachers and students to
share the knowledge and learning the subject. When the
students understand the concept faster, instructors can save
time in the classroom. By saving time from the classroom
teaching, teachers can update the teaching content with new
developments in the subject and get more time to explain
them new concepts. In this new model students play a major
role and it will improve the teaching quality. The teachers will
be able to deliver blended or flipped classes for students. The
teachers will be able to give examples and solve the problems
in the class. The students get more time to work on the extra
problems. The new model will improve the interactions
between students and teachers. In this way teachers will

The application projected in this paper can complement along
with problem-based and project-based learning. The new
model can be included along with static and interactive
content in teaching. The static contents are the lecture video,
e-text book, materials, questions, tests; reference books etc.
The interactive contents are the blogs, forum post or the social
networking sites.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The future direction of this application is to develop an
intelligent web based interface for teaching the entire subject
to improve the teaching-learning process. The model proposed
in this paper will be the backbone for designing the future
system framework for a web based learner and tutor model for
delivering computer networks concept effectively. As an
extension of the research study a thorough evaluation will be
done in order to design a new application to enrich the
students learning habit.
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